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2. Model equations 
The system of the equations which defines interaction of the components 2,1e  of the electric field of the ultrashort 
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the parameters G , abaU UU  ' , gJ ZE !2  determine the detuning from the carrier frequency of the 
electromagnetic pulse, Coulomb repulsion of the electrons at one quantum dot, and exchange interaction (charge 
transfer) between neighboring quantum dots. A solution of (1) which corresponds to the circularly polarized wave 
with nonzero normalized amplitude 1e  ( 02  e ) was found in [Maimistov (2002)].  
3. Circularly polarized solitary wave 
A steady-state solution in the form of a circularly polarized solitary wave (where only one component of the electric 
field is nonzero) could be found from the system of equations (1) assuming that one of polarization components of 
the electric field of the ultrashort pulse is nonzero. Suppose that 1ee  , 1pp  , 1nn  , then the following system 
of equations describes the evolution of circularly polarized ultrashort electromagnetic pulse with normalized electric 
field e , propagating in resonant medium characterized by polarization p  of two-level atoms with population 
difference n : 
 
ipe  ww ] , pniienpip EGW  ww , 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  ww 2W .                                    (2) 
 
A steady-state solution is searched in the form Mieae  ,   Mieiuvp  ,   221 an D , assuming that all 
variables depend on one coordinate D]WK  . 
The amplitude of solitary wave is described by the following: 
    > @ TKKD 010 cosh2 r ffa ,                                                             (3) 
 
the parameters of solution (3) are defined as following: 
 
  '  EDT 242 120f ,  22021 ET ff , 22 4 '  DT , EG  ' . 
 
The amplitude and pulse duration of the solitary wave are characterized by a parameter D , the initial time, which 
defines the appearance of the solitary wave at 0 ] , is defined by a parameter 0W . The steady-state solutions 
(solitary waves) defined by the equation (3) were set as the input pulses in the numerical simulation of propagation 
and interaction of solitary waves. 
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Fig.2. Evolution of
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The result of interaction between two polarization components is observed in the distortion of the components 
1s  and 2s  of the solitary waves at the point of intersection of their trajectories. 
5. Conclusion 
In this work it was performed a numerical simulation of interaction between solitary waves corresponding to 
circularly polarized polaritons [Maimistov (2002)] in the model describing propagation of the ultrashort pulse in the 
array of quantum dots which possess the exchange interaction between neighbouring quantum dots. It is shown that 
at abba UUU    (providing equal Coulomb repulsion between the electrons at the quantum dot in the conductance 
a  and valence b  bands) solitary waves are considerably stable against collisions between themselves both in the 
case of waves of equal circular polarization and in the case of waves of different polarizations. 
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